Abstract. This paper deals with the problem of constructing envelopes of holomorphy for Riemann domains over a locally convex space. When this locally convex space is a countable product of complex planes the existence of the envelope of holomorphy is proved and the domains of holomorphy are characterized.
For the Riemann domains over the cartesian product CN of a countable number of complex planes, the domains of holomorphy are characterized and the existence of the envelope of holomorphy is proved. Also, for Riemann domains over a complex separated locally convex space F such that the closed convex hull of every compact subset is compact, the existence of the normal envelope of holomorphy is proved.
Let (U, q>) be a Riemann domain over E. This means that U is a connected separated topological space and <p is a local homeomorphism from U into E. If a £ U and A^E, a + A is defined by the series converging uniformly for h in U. In the algebra Jf (U) of all complex [May holomorphic mappings in U it is considered the Nachbin topology generated by all algebra seminorms ported by compact subsets of U [l] . Let S(U) be the spectrum of Jf(U), that is, the set of all continuous homomorphisms from 3f(U) onto C.
Proposition
1. If heS(U), there is a unique aheE such that T(ah) = h(T ° </>) for all T in the topo lógica I dual E' of E.
Proof. There is a compact subset K of U such that \h(f)\ ï sup {\f(k)\;keK} for every/in Jf(U). This fact is denoted by h<K. Let K be the closed convex hull of <p(K). lf$~ = {Tx, T2,.. ., Tn} is a finite subset of F' and ar = {.v e K; Tt(x) = h(Tt ° <p), i = 1, 2,..., n}, ay-is nonempty. If this was not the case, T-(Jx,..., Fn) would be a continuous mapping from F into C such that (h(Tx o çp),..., h(Tn ° 93)) $ T(K). Hence there would be a complex linear mapping G in Cn such that
This would imply that the holomorphic mapping in Uf= exp G ° T o tp would satisfy the inequality \h(f)\ >sup{|/(8)|;«eiT}, against the assumption that h <K. Since K is compact and the collection {a.r ;TcE', 3~ finite} of closed subsets of K satisfies the finite intersection property, the intersection of the whole collection is nonempty. This intersection has a unique point because F' separates the points of F.
Let h<K and U be an open balanced convex neighborhood of zero in F such that K+ t/<= U sind K+L is compact for every compact subset F of U. If u e U and fe3t(U),
defines an element hu of S(U) such that ahti = ah + u. For all h, Ä"and U as above, the collection of all Nh,u = {K;ue U} defines a topology in S(U) such that the mapping n: he S(U) i-> ah e E is a local homeomorphism which maps the connected open set Nh¡u onto n(h)+U homeomorphically. The proofs of these facts are the same as those of the case in which F is a Banach space [2] . It is supposed now that Jf(U) separates the points of U. If i(u)eS(U) is the evaluation homomorphism associated to we U, then i: U^*S(U) is a biholomorphism from t/onto an open subset Us of S(U). Let (E(U), n) be the Riemann domain over F, where E(U) is the connected component of S(U) containing Us. If feJt(U), its extension f e^f(E(U)) is defined by f'(h) = h(f) for all h in E(U). Proof. Proposition 1 implies that there is a positive « in A7 such that (U, 93) is of order n in U. Thus <p(U) = nn o <p(U) x cw~t0,"~u. If (Un, <pn) is defined as above, it is a manifold spread over Cn. Since (U, 93) is locally pseudoconvex, (Un, <pn) is locally pseudoconvex, hence a manifold of holomorphy spread over Cn. Now it is easy to see that bx\ W" n Vn is a homeomorphism from W" n Vn onto W<~\ Un. It is also easy to verify that/° bx e^(Vn) sind g° b2e 3t(Un) for every feJ(f(Un)sindgeJe(Vn).
A Riemann domain (U, <p) over CN is a domain of holomorphy if there is fe$F(U) with no extension/' eJif(U') for every Riemann domain (U', <p') over CN extending (U, 93) properly. (V, 93') extends (U, 93) properly if there is a biholomorphism / from U onto a proper open subset U0 of £/'. In this case, / has an extension/' eJf(U') iff °j=f. Proposition 6. Let (U, <p) be a Riemann domain over CN of order n in U and such that (Un, <pn), defined as above, is a manifold of holomorphy spread over Cn.
Then (U, q>) is a domain of holomorphy.
Proof. There is fneJf(Un) with no extension f'n e 2P(U'n) for each manifold (Un, cp'n) spread over Cn extending (Un, <pn) properly. there. Hence it is holomorphic in cp(W) ( [3] , [4] , [5] ). Since cp(W) is a translation of cp(W") and (*) holds,/« [<p| W"\ is holomorphic in cp(W"). Thus/is an element of 3tf (U) and the restriction of it to Un is equal to/n. If/has an extension/' in Jif(U') for some Riemann domain (£/', cp') over CN extending (U, cp) properly, there is some manifold (Vn, </>n) spread over Cn (of the type used in the proof of Proposition 5) which is not of holomorphy. Proposition 5 implies that (£/", <pn) is not a manifold of holomorphy spread over C", a contradiction to the hypothesis of this proposition. Therefore (U, cp) is a domain of holomorphy. Proof. Let K be a compact subset of U and let U be an open balanced convex neighborhood of 0 in CN such that K+ f/c u and K+L is compact for every compact subset L of U. Then, by the remarks we have done after Proposition 1, cp(Ku)+U^cp(U) and Nx(xhUcS(U) for each x in Ku. Since AiWU is open connected and x is in E(U), it follows that Ni{x):U is contained in F(Í7) for every x in Ku. But C/is identified to E(U) and Ni(x)iUis the same set as x+ U for each x in Ku.
Hence Ku+U^U.
